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Quick introduction to me and my 

experience



The future of work - some strong headwinds 

facing HR…

Emerging skills (or have 

the emerged already?



But we knew this already, right?

CIPD 

People 

Profession 



Traditional HR System – If we keep doing the same thing 

we’ll get different results?
• Absence/sickness

• Turnover/Leavers

• Employee Relations

• Performance Management

• Productivity/utilisation



Our approach to the HR practice at TCS is the People 

Experience Framework
Defining Characteristics:

• Human centred

• Connects the 

organisation to the 

individual and not the 

other way around



Creating change….

• Diversity Pay Gap Reporting

• Voice Mechanisms (survey; discovery 
sessions, spotlights)

• Management Development Programme 

• Updating Data Frameworks and 
encouraging Disclosure of Personal info

• Inclusive Policies

What’s coming in 2024

• Full Pay & Grading Implementation

• Strategic Workforce Planning

• Early Careers and Talent pathways



...and improving experience



Emerging thoughts?
• Valuing people we need to understand the value of people!

• What stops the HR practice from moving into a difference 
space?

• Could you see this human centred, people experience 
based approach working in your organisation?



Michelle Clark – Executive Director of Diversity & Talent

The Children’s Society

e :michelle.clark@childrenssociety.org.uk

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-clark-fcipd-5a19707/

Thank you

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-clark-fcipd-5a19707/
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